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"The greatest challenge we face today is to witness the 
injustice and callous disregard for our rights and 

freedoms and not allow this to diminish our light. Now, 
more than ever, the world needs our light, our love, and 
our wisdom. This is a time to be visible with our values 

and be the change we wish to see in the world." 
~ Ted Kuntz ~ 

Canada 

National Council of Canadian Muslims gets support 
from CAIR, asks Trudeau for help to fight Quebec 
secularist bill 

Quebec’s Bill 21, passed in 2019, outlaws the wearing of religious symbols 
— the hijab, kippah, turban and cross — by most public servants while on 
the job. The National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM) along with the 
Canadian Civil Liberties Association is fighting to have the bill nullified by 
the courts because it violates fundamental human rights. The NCCM also 
said the bill unfairly targets Muslim women. NCCM said Monday that it is 
gathering signatures on a petition to have Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
intervene after a Muslim teacher in Quebec province was removed for 
wearing a hijab in the classroom. 



https://www.jihadwatch.org/2021/12/national-council-of-canadian-
muslims-gets-support-from-cair-asks-trudeau-for-help-to-fight-quebec-
secularist-bill 

Veteran Rebel News Reporter ASSAULTED by Justin 
Trudeau’s Security Detail as Canadian PM Arrives at 
an Event 

Rebel News is suing Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s security 
team after a group of officers assaulted and illegally detained one of the 
outlet’s veteran journalists as Trudeau arrived at an event in Toronto 
earlier this month. Ezra Levant, the founder of Rebel News, called the 
incident “the worst thing that has ever happened to a Rebel News Reporter 
in our 7 years,” pointing out how the outlet had seen “street thugs and 
Antifa members” attack their reporters over the years, but “never a 
government thug” – until now. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/video-veteran-rebel-news-
reporter-assaulted-justin-trudeaus-security-detail-canadian-pm-arrives-
event/ 

Canadians should have “zero trust” after feds spied 
on 33M devices 
According to Blacklock’s Reporter, Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) 
secretly spied on 33 million mobile devices of unsuspecting Canadians to 
monitor its lockdown measures. The details of the plan were revealed on 
Monday. Canadians must demand accountability from PHAC for tracking 
their devices without consent and should have “zero trust” in what the 
government is telling them. 

https://tnc.news/2021/12/22/canadians-should-have-zero-trust-after-feds-

spied-on-33m-devices-privacy-expert/ 

Health Minister complains of hate mail over 
allowing grocery stores to allow vaccine passports 
People’s Party of Canada leader Maxime Bernier also has some strong 
words for Shephard’s complaints. “It’s too bad the minister needed a huge 
public backlash to realize the stupidity of her decision and to reverse it,” 
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Bernier says. “Anyone with a brain and with a minimum of compassion 
would not have adopted such an abhorrent policy in the first place.” 
Instead of complaining about letters, she might want to reflect on the 
anguish she caused among New Brunswickers and all Canadians when she 
escalated the level of discrimination and segregation that millions of them 
have had to endure because of authoritarian government policies during 
this pandemic.” 

https://tnc.news/2021/12/21/health-minister-complains-of-hate-mail-over-
allowing-grocery-stores-to-allow-vaccine-passports/ 

COVID Is the Virus. Wokeness Is the Disease 

COVID is its perfect storm. Public health justifies government diktats, broad 
bureaucratic discretion, incoherent policies, rituals such as wearing masks 
that lack actual benefit, and directives that limit individual agency in the 
name of the collective good. Vaccine mandates are the ultimate form of 
cancel culture, literally erasing the unvaccinated from their jobs, education, 
travel, and social standing. Canada is sick. COVID is the virus but wokeness 
is the disease. It is time to cure this country. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/covid-is-the-virus-wokeness-is-the-

disease_4166089.html 

Dr. Charles Hoffe delivers a dose of reality you 
can’t afford to miss 

Dr. Charles Hoffe’s speech was certainly loud and clear…that you and 
especially your children do not need to rush out and get the Covid-19 
vaccine and in fact your chances of being severely injured is far greater 
than what the so called “health officials” are saying. Dr. Hoffe pleads with 
people to do their research before injecting themselves with this highly 
experimental mRNA technology because he has witnessed firsthand the 

destruction it can potentially bring. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/azW4ahVjF9jq/ 

MP Rachael Thomas Is Right To Push Back Against 
Demonization Of Unvaccinated Canadians 
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Given that new cases of COVID are now more prevalent in those who are 
fully vaccinated than those who are not, and given the symptoms of the 
omicron variant are less severe than previous versions, perhaps it’s time to 
change the dialogue. The idea of restricting access to unvaccinated 
individuals is more about coercion and demonization than it is about public 
health. 

https://spencerfernando.com/2021/12/23/mp-rachael-thomas-is-right-to-
push-back-against-demonization-of-unvaccinated-canadians 

Facebook says it was wrong to ban Canadian 
Conservative MP Mark Strahl’s Christmas message 

“Today, Facebook declared that my ad to wish my constituents a Merry 
Christmas and Happy Holidays ‘didn’t comply with their Discriminatory 
Practices policy.’ The text with the ad literally said: ‘From my family to 
yours, have a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays!'” Strahl said in a 
statement. “We successfully appealed, however, this is a glaring example 
of censorship and overreach by tech giant companies who control so much 
of the online space.” 

https://reclaimthenet.org/facebook-bans-mp-mark-strahls-christmas-
message/ 

Exclusive: Canadians Disparaged for Effigies During 
Nuremberg Event Speak Out (Interview) 

Citizens in Canada and around the globe have witnessed abhorrent 
tyrannical behavior surrounding the coronavirus and vaccines, as well as an 
ongoing dismissal of leftist violence. Whether or not one agrees with the 
way the activists chose to express their justified anger over Canada’s 
tyrannical coronavirus measures, the media and leftist politicians have zero 
moral authority to judge anyone. Citizens in Canada and around the globe 
have witnessed abhorrent tyrannical behavior surrounding the coronavirus 
and vaccines, as well as an ongoing regular dismissal of actual leftist 
violence. 

https://rairfoundation.com/exclusive-canadians-disparaged-for-effigies-
during-nuremberg-event-speak-out-interview/ 
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Major Russ Cooper (Ret'd) "In Hot" with police 
constable Erin Howard and criminal defense 
attorney Nicholas Wansbutter 
 
Major Russ Cooper (Ret'd) rolls in hot with an active police constable, Erin 
Howard, and a criminal defense attorney, Nicholas Wansbutter, to discuss 
legal jeopardy as police officers are ordered to enforce pandemic 
emergency measures. If related edicts, decrees and mandates lack the 
evidence they need to be considered "demonstrably justified", can they be 
seen as unconstitutional? Is it time for the public to close ranks with those 
who "serve and protect" them to demand the investigations required to 
substantiate the curtailment of their Charter rights and freedoms? Are we 
living in a "one party state" that has decided to forego these individual 
liberties? Strap in for an eye-opening ride as we seek answers. 
 
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/major-russ-cooper-ret-d-in-

hot-with-erin-howard-and-nicholas-wansbutter 

 

A4C is Taking the Country Back by Storm! 
 
Freedom of speech, thought, belief and the right to life, liberty and security 
of the person are guaranteed. We do not need to beg, barter or ask for 
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them…they are ours for the taking. A4C is having incredible success in 
delivering Notices of Liability.  Read about: 

 
 We are Winning in Ontario! 
 We are Having a Massive Impact in Saskatchewan! 
 Incredible Success in New Brunswick! 
 Upsetting the Apple Cart in Alberta 
 Another Update: The BC School Trustee Campaign 
 CBC: More Misinformation and Fake News 

 
https://action4canada.com/nol-success-taking-the-country-back-by-

storm/#on 

Covid-19 Updates 

“The entire orchestrated COVID-19 fear campaign has 
been a psyop designed to regress the world population 
to childish compliance in an effort to reorder the world 
and achieve totalitarian planetary governance. It has 

been horrifyingly successful, and will continue unless the 
rational adults in this world stand up in opposition. Men 
and women have no idea they are participating in their 
own destruction. They are useful idiots for the globalist 
megalomaniacs running the op. Like lemmings, they 

mindlessly repeat the ridiculous talking points, 
explanations, and totally manipulated statistics of  

their masters. Garbage in – garbage out.” 
 

~ Linda Goudsmit ~ 
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Before allowing your child to be injected, listen to 
Dr. Robert Malone’s urgent warning about children 

Before you vaccinate your child, which is irreversible and potentially 
permanently damaging, find out why 15,000 physicians and medical 
scientists around the world signed a declaration publicly declaring that 
healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID-19. On behalf of 
these MDs and PhDs, Dr. Robert Malone MD, who has devoted his career 
to vaccine development, provides parents a clear statement outlining the 
scientific facts behind this decision. These are the issues parents need to 
understand, says Dr. Malone. (Posted at the Global Covid Summit 
December 2021) 

https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/in-the-news/news-nuggets-december-20-
2021-top-news-items/ 

Declaring War on the Unvaxxed 

I’m sick and tired of wearing masks. I’m sick and tired of vaccine 
mandates. I’m sick and tired of hearing the dire warnings and broken 
promises of politicians and incompetent public health officials. For almost 
two years they’ve ordered us around like children and told us what 
individual freedoms we must sacrifice if we are to ever win the war against 
COVID-19. Now a new variant, omicron, has knocked us backwards again. 
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https://townhall.com/columnists/michaelreagan/2021/12/18/declaring-war-
on-the-unvaxxed-n2600740 

Lancet science paper destroys false narrative of covid 
vaccines, reveals vaccinated are perpetuating the 
pandemic 

“The ‘vaccinated’ are the ones to avoid.” “They are the sick. They are the 
disease spreaders. They have compromised immune systems. They have 
251x the viral load in their nasal passages and throat. Stop cowering and 
go on the offense.” 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-21-lancet-paper-destroys-false-narrative-
covid-vaccines.html 

Government nor courts are equipped to mandate 
medical treatment 

The courts are flooded with lawsuits to both block government from 
imposing medical mandates and, on the flipside, to allow government to 
enforce medical mandates. The problem is that neither the government nor 
the courts have sufficient power or medical expertise to coerce individuals 
to receive treatment, invasive or otherwise. The discrimination is now 
against individuals who invoke their right to rely on natural immunity 
against what can amount to a virulent cold virus. 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/government-nor-courts-are-equipped-
to-mandate-medical-treatment 

Forcing People Into COVID Vaccines Ignores 
Important Scientific Information 

Questioning the competence and integrity of government bureaucracies 
like the FDA doesn’t make someone a bad person or a spreader of 
disinformation. Government bureaucracies can be wrong, and historically 
the citizens of democracies have viewed it as not only their right but their 
duty to scrutinize public officials’ decisions. Dissent is an integral part of 
the sacred compact between government and governed that underpins a 
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free society, and Americans allow the current regime of censorship to 
continue at their extreme peril. 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/12/14/forcing-people-into-covid-vaccines-
ignores-important-scientific-information/ 

Judging Fauci 
 
While Fauci, who whines that attacks on him are attacks on science, is the 
greatest killer of this new century, the story is out there for all willing to 
see it. He helped create the disease. He has blocked safe, low-cost, 
effective treatments that would have saved tens of thousands of lives while 
making the drug companies insanely rich with dangerous vaccines. In the 
meantime, he has created the unnecessary climate of fear and hysteria 
that has ruined the lives and livelihoods of millions of Americans.  It’s time 
for him to be held to account.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/judging_fauci.html 
 

 

People may finally be seeing the light on COVID 
mandates 
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The credibility of the U.S. government, the U.S. scientific community, the 
CDC, and the FDA are at stake.  The Chinese continue to work on bio-
weapons, and we need to quickly depoliticize the virus so we can prepare 
for the next attack. The "pandemic" will not end until "we the people" 
demand that the virus and the handling of it be depoliticized. 

 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/people_may_finally_be_se
eing_the_light_on_covid_mandates.html 

Studies Proving Generic Drugs Can Fight COVID Are 
Being Suppressed 

Since the summer of 2020, U.S. public health agencies have continually 
shut down the use or even discussion of generic treatments that are 
minimally profitable.  Recently the FDA rapidly approved Merck’s expensive 
new anti-viral Covid-19 drug, molnupiravir based on a single study 
of modest benefits in mildly ill outpatients, and the Biden administration 
swiftly agreed to pay $700 per course of treatment despite the fact the 
medicine costs about $20 per course to manufacture, according to WHO. 

It’s always about the money. 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/12/16/studies-proving-generic-drugs-can-
fight-covid-are-being-suppressed/ 

Are athletes more are at risk from COVID or vax 
side-effects? 
 
I doubt that any of these conclusions or recommendations will be taken 
seriously.  Political pressure for worldwide vaccine mandates will continue 
to make double-digit billions of dollars and buy more political clout for Big 
Pharma.  The continuation of COVID fear propaganda provides a huge 
political advantage to the left, and the societal and economic chaos it 
created to date has empowered a progressive ruling class who claim only 
they have the wisdom to save us if we temporarily suspend our freedoms 
until they can implement their "Build Back Better" plan, paving the way 
for The Great Reset. 
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/are_athletes_more_are_at
_risk_from_covid_or_vax_side_effects_.html 
 

One World Order 

The reality of One World government 
 
The rough beast whose hour has come round at last is the replacement of 
America's constitutional republic with global governance.  A critical mass of 
the country's public servants, corporate heads and boards, academics, 
think tanks, religious leaders, and financial influencers has intellectually 
accepted and promoted the loss of America as a sovereign nation.  From 
one of America's best-known families: 

"Some even believe we [Rockefeller family] are part of a secret cabal 
working against the best interests of the United States, characterizing my 
family and me as 'internationalists' and of conspiring with others around 
the world to build a more integrated global political and economic structure 
— One World, if you will. If that's the charge, I stand guilty, and I am 
proud of it. " 

—David Rockefeller, Memoirs, 2002. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/the_reality_of_one_world
_government.html 

The Media 
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LGBTQ 

Welcome to the insane world of so-called 
transgenderism 
 
The world is real and functions according to real rules. Men are, on 
average, bigger and stronger than women. Women carry babies. The 
earth’s climate changes on its own, without human help. Modern Monetary 
Theory is nonsense. Epstein didn’t kill himself. And Joe Biden didn’t get  

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/welcome_to_the_insane_
world_of_socalled_transgenderism.html 
 

Trans Swimmer Lia Thomas Is a Cheat — Period 

In her 1650-meter freestyle win, Thomas beat second-place finisher and 
teammate Anna Kalandadze by more than 38 seconds. That means that 
the women who had held those records no longer hold them. They have 
been stripped of their records because the University of Pennsylvania, like 
other universities, allows biological men to join women's swim teams. That 
is the ruling of the woke cowards of the NCAA, who have decreed that all 
women's teams, in all sports, must allow men to compete in women's 
sports. We are living . . . no, actually drowning . . . in an ocean of lies.  

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/12/trans-swimmer-lia-thomas-
cheat-period-dennis-prager/ 
 

Around the World 

Denmark 

More than 90 percent of Omicron cases in Denmark 
are vaccinated, shocking data reveals 

Denmark currently has one of the top infection rates in the world and the 
second highest Omicron rate in Europe, behind the U.K., which has similar 
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vaccination levels and an even higher booster rate. Vaccinated people also 
dominated cases of other COVID-19 strains. More than three-quarters of 
Danes who came down with Delta or another variant besides Omicron 
between November 22 and December 15 had at least one shot, according 
to the SSI data, and 73 percent were fully jabbed or boosted. 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/shock-data-90-percent-of-omicron-
cases-in-denmark-are-vaccinated/ 

Poland 

Will Poland Have to Defend Europe from Islam 
Again? 
 
For the violent border-breachers, there is Warsaw's willingness to refrain 
from the use of lethal weapons until further notice.  This may not be much, 
but compared to the alternative, or even to the many battles since 1621, it 
is not a little thing, either.  Nevertheless, there is a lot to gain from 
practicing the effective closing of a border.  The Polish example has 
become a valuable lesson for the entire continent.  As in centuries past, 
what is difficult but unavoidable for Poland is proving to be crucially 
important for the future of Germany and the rest of the European Union. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/will_poland_have_to_d
efend_europe_from_islam_again.html 
 

United Kingdom 

Win for Free Speech 
 
In an interview on Talk Radio, Harry Miller, a former police officer said 
“These people [College of Policing] are complete and utter idiots. They 
went all through the High Court trying to argue that there's such a thing as 
a non-crime, crime and non-hate, hate. They need shutting down. “Being 
offensive is not, cannot and should not be an offense,” he added. 
“Only when speech turns to malicious communication or targeted 
harassment against an individual should it be a problem.” “This is a great 
day for British democracy and freedom. We have kicked it out of the park.” 
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https://reclaimthenet.org/uk-gets-massive-free-speech-hate-incident/ 
 

United States 

The Soviet-style conditions in which January 6 
arrestees molder 
 
Many of the January 6 defendants were arrested after dawn raids on their 
homes, with the FBI stripping them bare (both homes and people).  
They've been held for eleven months in appalling conditions (more on that 
in a moment), without bail and without trial.  Our Republican politicians 
have been shamefully, disgustingly, embarrassingly quiet about this.  They 
are cowards and quislings.  They like cute tweets and poll-tested 
statements for Fox News but will do nothing for these men.   
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/the_sovietstyle_conditions
_in_which_january_6_arrestees_molder.html 
 

Breaking: Patriots Sue January 6 Select Committee 
and Verizon 
The Democrats have gone too far. They’re undermining the Constitution 
and destroying civil liberties protections unmolested by Republicans under 
the darkness of a secret select committee. The battle over the Verizon 
subpoenas should be known and public. Will congressional Republicans 
stand for Americans’ civil liberties or will they stand aside and let 
Democrats abuse American citizens and the rule of law? If you own a cell 
phone, this lawsuit affects you. 
 
https://spectator.org/breaking-patriots-sue-january-6-select-committee-
and-verizonpaywall0/ 

Manchin Saves Country From Nightmare 'Build 
Back Better' Act 

"They figured surely to God we can move one person,” Manchin said. “We 
surely can badger and beat one person up. Surely we can get enough 

https://reclaimthenet.org/uk-gets-massive-free-speech-hate-incident/
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/the_sovietstyle_conditions_in_which_january_6_arrestees_molder.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/the_sovietstyle_conditions_in_which_january_6_arrestees_molder.html
https://spectator.org/breaking-patriots-sue-january-6-select-committee-and-verizonpaywall0/
https://spectator.org/breaking-patriots-sue-january-6-select-committee-and-verizonpaywall0/


protesters to make that person uncomfortable enough that they'll just say, 
'OK I'll vote for anything.'  Well, guess what? I'm from West Virginia. I'm 
not from where they're from and they can just beat the living crap out of 
people and think they'll be submissive, period." 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/12/manchin-saves-country-
horrible-build-back-better-joseph-klein/ 

BLM, Christmas, and corruption 
 
Then there’s hypocrisy.  While not wanting to buy from them, BLM has 
unhesitatingly accepted large amounts of money from the “white” 
businesses they disparage.  Amazon, Apple, Coca-Cola, Google, Microsoft, 
and many others have donated millions of dollars to BLM.  The money was 
eagerly taken, no boycott there.  But imagine the enormous protest if 
those companies funded an organization promoting exclusively white-
owned businesses. The BLM mission goes much deeper than 
boycotts.  Their objective is nothing less than the destruction of our 
economy and the elimination of capitalism -- frequently referred to, by 
them, as “white capitalism” or “white-supremacist-capitalism.”   Destruction 
is no exaggeration. 

 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/12/blm_christmas_and_corru
ption.html 
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Other Articles 

The inhumanity of identity politics 

This year, more than any other in recent times, we’ve had an unsettling 
glimpse of the inhumanity of identity politics. In the US context, the 
Rittenhouse trial and the Waukesha massacre captured the grim 
dehumanisation that identity politics has given rise to. Everything is now 
filtered through the identitarian narrative. Crimes, trials, world events, the 
moral worth of victims, the moral worth of people – everything. 

None of this is accidental. It is the inexorable, depressing endpoint of a 
politics that deprives us of our individualism, of our humanity, and which 
instead accords us goodness or brands us as bigoted depending on our 
skin colour, our sex, our accident of birth, or our beliefs. The ruthless 
reorganisation of humankind into the neo-racialist boxes of ‘privileged’ and 
‘oppressed’ has stoked division, inflamed hatred, generated violent 
sentiment, and undercut the old liberal ideals of equality and fairness. 
Standing up to identitarianism will be one of the most important causes of 
2022. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/12/22/the-inhumanity-of-identity-
politics 

Orwell was Right: Control the Language, Control 
the World 
 
Of all the elements of today’s “New Normal,” the most ominous is the 
“reform” that effectively changed the meanings of previously accepted 
words or terms. The following glossary illustrates how changes to our 
vocabulary played a central role in making the world a more dangerous 
and frightening place.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/orwell_was_right_contr
ol_the_language_control_the_world.html 
 

Powerful Backlash Building Against Woke Anti-
Americanism 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/12/22/the-inhumanity-of-identity-politics
https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/12/22/the-inhumanity-of-identity-politics
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/orwell_was_right_control_the_language_control_the_world.html
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All this obscures the fact that the Cold War and the dissolution of the 
U.S.S.R. were the greatest and most bloodless strategic victories in the 
history of the world. The greatest consequence of them is the triumph of 
capitalism in the world, in particular in China and Russia. It is the best 
system because it is the only one that is aligned with the almost universal 
human ambition to have more. 

https://www.nysun.com/national/powerful-backlash-building-against-woke-
anti/91833/ 

What Happened to the Riots? 

The disappearance of the Left’s riots confirms what many have suspected: 
that they were centrally planned. On the surface, this was hard to believe. 
Antifa looked like Darwin’s waiting room, a gaggle of meth-mouthed 
degenerates, many with criminal records and obvious mental health 
problems. They were augmented by ordinary street thugs, amped up by 
the anti-police rhetoric of Black Lives Matter. The fact that Antifa and BLM 
violence can be unleashed and put back in a bottle is itself worrisome, as 
the financiers and shot-callers are mysterious. 

https://amgreatness.com/2021/12/18/what-happened-to-the-riots/ 

Tariq Ramadan: Update on Islam’s Golden Boy 

How many more girls and women in Geneva remain too “disgusted” and 
“ashamed” for what they allowed themselves to endure from their 
respected “prof” Tariq Ramadan to come forward even now? How many 
more Muslim women in Paris who were admirers of the famous “scholar” 
Tariq Ramadan and were invited to discuss the subject of Islam in his hotel 
room with the great moralizer, and then were choked, beaten, raped, and 
threatened, will never come forward, out of shame, disgust, horror, a 
desire not to share such humiliations with a husband, children, friends, the 
public? A permanent sword of Damocles hangs over the head of the once 
seemingly invulnerable Tariq Ramadan. No one deserves it more. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/12/tariq-ramadan-update-
islams-golden-boy-hugh-fitzgerald/ 

The COVID Scam: The Progressive Path to Power, 
and Tyranny 

https://www.nysun.com/national/powerful-backlash-building-against-woke-anti/91833/
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COVID-19 is probably the greatest and most successful swindle in history. 
By comparison, Carlo Ponzi and Bernie Madoff were pikers. The COVID 
scam has affected most of earth’s 7.8 billion inhabitants, consumed trillions 
of dollars, and achieved a level of government control unprecedented 
in modern democracies.  

The COVID “pandemic of fear” is a con, perpetrated by those in power to 
extend and expand their power. Their scheme is simple. Take a new flu-
like respiratory virus created in China, COVID-19; tout it as a threat to all 
human life; suspend (temporarily, of course!) personal liberty and freedom; 
then justify their tyranny by asserting a need to protect all Americans from 
death by virus. When the threat recedes, redefine the terms, demand 
vaccine passports, and booster shots to maintain public fear. As new viral 
variants evolve such as Delta or Omicron, resume draconian measures 
including masks and lockdowns, more boosters, and loss of employment if 
unvaccinated.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/the_covid_scam_the_p
rogressive_path_to_power_and_tyranny.html 

The erasure of liberty 

The problem with the current discussion, however, is that one side says 
this kind of thing was the dastardly plan all along (the Great Reset, etc), 
while the other says that upholding public health is the most important 
thing of all, and anyone who squeals ‘But what about freedom and 
democracy?!’ is essentially a granny-killer. We urgently need to cut through 
these opposing but equally moronic takes and argue that the drift away 
from liberty may not be a conspiracy, may not be the concrete plan of a 
conscious, plotting elite, but it is real nonetheless, and it will have real 
consequences for individual sovereignty, community solidarity and the right 
of all of us to make choices and weigh up risks as we see fit. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/12/20/the-erasure-of-liberty 

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays! 

 

https://www.eviemagazine.com/post/covid-mandates-are-turning-australia-into-a-police-state
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-59486285
https://www.theepochtimes.com/covid-19-a-pandemic-of-fear-manufactured-by-authorities-yale-epidemiologist_4106244.html?utm_source=newsnoe&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=breaking-2021-12-05-1&est=RTtQJfRkhE05honRcwLgCXmdunTHp%2BsnTMTsUkFtbcTb3U%2BkH%2FIo%2BZ7PzeVuiBM%3D
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-57268111
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https://www.miamiherald.com/news/coronavirus/article254111268.html
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